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any given link to start downloading.Tuesday, June 25, 2006 And Then I Met….. I had an amazing experience this weekend. Actually, I had three amazing experiences in three days, the first of which was meeting Jackin’ Aleece Moore aka Coach
Aleece of Women in the Arts in Pittsburgh. I have a huge crush on Coach Aleece and will henceforth refer to myself as Coach Aleece in my posts to him. What does a girl do when a crusty old white dude (Coach Aleece) moves into her office and
starts teaching her cello? She listens to him talk about life, about music, about the artists he admires, about all the reasons he is the best, about the many ways that he was forced to break the mold to succeed (he is a damn good coach) and finally,
when he thinks you’re listening, about the wonderful woman who will be making his home for the next 15 years. I was eventually able to find out why he keeps talking about Andrea which leads me to my second and third amazing experience.
Coach Aleece won an award for teaching the kids of Oakwood Community College, which is where I went to school, for developing a course called Children’s Music. Oakwood has about six hundred and fifty students in the credit community and
when I was there I was one of the majority of non-students there. Coach Aleece brought in musicians from various classes, such as a jazz teacher to teach a class in jazz improvisation, an award winning composer/arranger to teach songwriting,
and, of course, me, a cellist. Three days. Fifteen students. My cello. Andrea. Each day, Coach Aleece did a demonstration for us of what they taught that day. In other words, he told us about music, about children’s music, about the music, about
the instruments they demonstrated, about the pieces he sang, about the theory
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